WHAT IS FRIENDSHIP?

- “Friendship” for and English language learners means the relationship between friend or kindness and help given to someone.
- “Friendship” for most of children means the state of being friends or a warm and kind feelings of gratitude.
- However, the definition of friendship varies. It depends on how a person feels their friendship.
- For me friendship is “Freedom of Aspiration”. With friends we can share our dreams and work together to achieve it.
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Best friends. Make the bad times good and the good times unforgettable.

Mirror never lie, shadow never fades
**Why is friendship important in our lives?**

- Friends are like aspiration canvas, we can share our passions and dreams.
- We can always have their back when we’re in trouble.
- Friends can always make us happy.
- Friends is the light that guide us to the right path that leads to our ambitions.
- Friends can always remind us if we do mistakes and wrongs.

**What is true friendship?**

A true friendship is when you and your friend always be together, go for extra miles when giving helps and care for you. They'll keep an eye for you so you wouldn't be in harm. A true friendship can make our dreams come true and will always make you happy and free.

**DID YOU KNOW?**

Human form identities through friendship.

**THEY TEACH US TO BE HAPPY**

We will get used to be helpful like our friends.

**WE GUIDE EACH OTHER TO SUCCESS AND FORM A SUCCESSFUL PERSON**

We share our passion and develop it together.

- When a friend have passion on something, we eventually follow them.
- They inspired us to be helpful and successful.
- They will help us in studies and developing our talents.